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Why Are We Here Today?
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Passion
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How many of you are implementing 
SAMR or TPACK in your schools?

www.iteachabovetheline.blogspot.com

http://bit.ly/iTeachBlog

http://www.iteachabovetheline.blogspot.com
http://www.iteachabovetheline.blogspot.com
http://bit.ly/iTeachBlog
http://bit.ly/iTeachBlog


Overview of SAMR
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Redefinition
Technology allows for the creation of new tasks, previously inconceivable

Modification
Technology allows for significant task redesign

Augmentation
Technology acts as a direct tool substitute with functional improvement

Substitution
Technology acts as a direct substitute with little or no functional improvement

Based on the work of Ruben R. Puentedura, Ph.D

TASK
TOOLS



Example of SAMR “in Practice”
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Overview of TPACK
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Built upon Shulman’s PCK (1986) theory 
that good teaching requires a strong 
understanding of content and pedagogy

TPACK adds technology to the mix of 
teaching and learning

At the core of TPACK is acknowledging 
the interplay of technology, content and 
pedagogy that is unique to each 
learning context. 

Based on the work of Matthew Koehler, Ph.D. and Punya Mishra, Ph.D.

Simply stated,
TPACK is a lense 
to look at technology 

integration.



Example of TPACK “in Practice”
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Student Diversity
(or even Team Diversity)

PCK

Access to Technology 
and Technology Skills of 

Students

TK • TPK • TCK

Student Evaluation

CK • PK

This is when you can 
begin to consider 

technology utilization

What tools and 
resources can help you 

fulfill your designated 
learning activities in your 

content area? 

TCK

TK

These are your 
learning activities

What are the best 
methods to present, 

discuss and 
reinforce the 

content?

PCK

PK

What is it that 
you want your 

students to learn?

This is your 
learning objective

PCK

CK

How does a select 
tool or resource 
positively / negatively 
impact your learning 
objective?

TCK

TPK
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Blending SAMR and TPACK Together
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Blended Ladder Activity
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Understand and 
demonstrate the 

steps of making a 
PB&J Sandwich

Students making PB&J for their whole 
lives. 

People who don’t know what actually 
goes into a PB&J

Produce an 
Artifact

Recording a video of a person making a peanut butter and jelly 
sandwich.

Editing the PB&J creation video using an 
program that allows the addition of transitions, 

annotations, etc.

Students make a 
website to post and 
share their recipe 

videos.

Worldwide Digital 
Cookbook 



Human

Resources
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Professional 

Development

Instructional

Technology

Math

PLN /

PLC

Social Studies

& Science

Reading

Foreign

Language

Blended Ladder Activity 



Based on where you are sitting, 
choose a topic to walk “up the 
ladder”
Determine an instructional goal 
for your lesson

Identify learning activities that 
are appropriate

Complete the SAMR ladder

We will be walking around to 
discuss, help out, & document 
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Group

Effort

Blended Ladder Activity 



Guiding Questions
The SAMR Ladder: Questions and Transitions

Substitution
● What will I gain by replacing the older technology with the 

new technology?

Substitution to Augmentation
● Have I added an improvement to the task process that could 

not be accomplished with the older technology at a 
fundamental level?

● How does this feature contribute to my design?

Augmentation to Modification
● How is the original task being modified?
● Does this modification fundamentally depend upon the new 

technology?
● How does this modification contribute to my design?

Modification to Redefinition
● What is the new task?
● Will any portion of the original task be retained?
● How is the new task uniquely made possible by the new 

technology?
● How does it contribute to my design?

“The SAMR Ladder: Questions and Transitions”
Sourced from Dr. Ruben Puentedura’s Blog

TPACK Guiding Questions

Learning Objective 
● What is your learning objective?  What do you desire your 

students to learn by completing this activity?
● How does this learning objective link-back to the larger 

picture of your curriculum?
● Is this learning objective measurable?  Can you answer 

“Yes” to the statement, “At the conclusion of this lesson, 
students will ______________.”

Learning Activity
● How will the specific concepts for the learning objective be 

taught?  (Hint: There may be several learning activities to 
fulfill a learning objective.)

● Will students demonstrate their knowledge through an 
activity that involves creation, discussion, modification, 
reflection, something else?

Contexts
● Are there any challenges that you can anticipate in terms of 

students’ understanding that the instructor may encounter 
when teaching the topic?

● How would the specific concepts for the topic best be 
taught and demonstrated?

Technology Integration
● What technologies seem to have potential to be used to 

enhance your teaching?  How does the technology work?
● Explore how the specific technology has been used to 

enhance instruction in the past.  
● How would the specific concepts for the topic to be taught 

be represented using technology?
● How would use of the technology enhance students’ 

learning?
● How could the technology distract the learning process?

TPACK Guiding Questions
Sourced from Kit & Chee, 2010

http://www.hippasus.com/rrpweblog/archives/2013/10/26/SAMRLadder_Questions.pdf
http://www.ascilite.org.au/conferences/sydney10/procs/Soong-concise.pdf


Time to 

Share!
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We will take pictures of everyone’s 
blended ladders and will post online

http://tinyurl.com/techforum2014
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Next Steps

Provide Training and 
Professional Development

Create an Awareness of 
Technology Integration 

in Your School
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Putting

SAMR
&TPACK

Into Practice

Thank 
You!
#tpack
#samr
#tltf14
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Misconceptions of Technology Integration

SAMR is about 
people

You should 
always jump to 

redefinition

Integration is 
all about the 

tools

SAMR is 
vendor specific

Substitution is 
bad

SAMR is app 
specific
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